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ABSTRACT 
The power series spaces of finite type, Al(a), and infinite type, Aoo(a), are the most known and 
important examples of non-Archimedean nuclear Fr&het spaces. We study when Ap (a) has a subspace 
(or quotient) isomorphic to A~ (b). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper all linear spaces are over a non-Archimedean non-trivially valued field 
K which is complete under the metric induced by the valuation [ - 1: K -+ [0, oo). 
For fundamentals of  locally convex Hausdorff spaces (lcs) and normed spaces we 
refer to [6,7,10]. 
The power series spaces of finite type, Al(a),  and infinite type, A~(a) ,  were 
studied in [ 1,8,9]. 
Let I ~ be the family of all non-decreasing unbounded sequences of  positive real 
numbers. Let a (an), b (bn) ~ F and p, q ~ {1, oo}. 
In [8] we have proved that Ap (a) has the quasi-equivalence property i.e. any two 
Schauder bases in Ap (a) are quasi-equivalent [8, Corollary 6]. 
In [9] we have shown that any block basic sequence of finite rank, relative 
to the coordinate basis (e~) in Ap(a), is complemented in Ap(a) if and only if 
sup n (a,~+l/a,~) < oc [9, Theorem 7]. 
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N. De Grande-De Kimpe has proved in [1] that A~(a) has no subspace isomor- 
phic to A1 (b), and A1 (a) has no quotient isomorphic to Aoo(b) ([1, Proposition 4.3 
and Corollary 4.4]; it is easy to see that the assumption that IK is spherically 
complete can be omitted). In this paper we prove that for some c, d, s, t ~ r' the 
space A~ (c) possesses a subspace isomorphic to Aoo(d) and the space Aoo(s) has a 
quotient isomorphic to A~ (t). 
First, we study when Ap(a) has a subspace isomorphic to Aq (b). We prove that 
sup~ (a~/b~) < ~xD, if Ap(a) has a subspace isomorphic to Aq (b) (Proposition 5) and 
Ap (a) has a subspace isomorphic to Aq (b), if sup~ (a~/b~) < ~xD, sup~ (az~/a~) < oo 
and p ~< q (Propositions 8 and 11). It follows that A~(a) is isomorphic to a 
subspace ofA~ (c) for some c c I ~ with sup~(c2~/c~) < oo (Corollary 24). Moreover, 
the spaces Ap (a) and Aq (b) are isomorphic if and only if p = q and the sequences a 
and b are equivalent (Corollary 6). 
Next, we investigate the problem when Ap(a) has a quotient isomorphic to 
Aq(b). We prove that sup~(a~/b~) < oo, if Ap(a) has a quotient isomorphic to 
Ap(b) (Proposition 16) and Ap(a) possesses a quotient isomorphic to Ap(b), 
if sup~(a~/b~) < oo and sup~(a2~/a~) < oo (Proposition 8). Moreover, we show 
that lim~(a~/b~) 0, if A~(a) has a quotient isomorphic to Al(b) (Proposi- 
tion 16) and Aoo(a) has a quotient isomorphic to Al(b), if lim~(a~/b~) 0 and 
sup~(a2~/a~) < ~xD (Proposition 21). It follows that A~(a) is isomorphic to a 
quotient of A~(c)  for some c (c~) ~ r' with sup~(c2~/c~) < co (Corollary 23). 
For relations between Archimedean uclear power series spaces see [2-5]. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
The linear span of  a subset A of  a linear space E is denoted by linA. 
Let E, F be locally convex spaces. A map T : E -+ F is called a lineal" homeo- 
morphism if it is linear, bijective and the maps T, T -~ are continuous. I f there exists 
a linear homeomorphism T : E -+ F, then we say that E is isomorphic to F. 
A sequence (x~) in a lcs E is a Schauder basis in E if each x ~ E canbe written 
oo uniquely as x = ~=1 c~x~ with c6~ c K, n c H, and the coefficient fi,mctionals 
f~ : E -+ K, x -+ c~ (n ~ H) are continuous. 
By a seminorm on a linear space E we mean a function p : E -+ [0, co) such 
that p(c~x) = [c~[p(x) for all c~ c K,x  c E and p(x + y) <~ max{p(x),p(y)} for all 
x ,y~E.  AseminormponE isanormi fkerp :  {x~E:  p(x) 0} {0}. 
The set of all continuous eminorms on a metrizable lcs E is denoted by 7)(E). 
A metrizable complete lcs is called a Frdchet space. 
A non-decreasing sequence (p~) of  continuous eminorms on a Fr~chet space E 
is a base in 7)(E) if for any p ~ 7~(E) there is k ~ H such that p ~< p~. 
Let (E, p) be a finite-dimensional normed space and let 0 < t < 1. Let M and L 
be two (linear) subspaces of E. M is t-complement of L in (E, p), if M + L E 
and p(x + y) ) tlnax{p(x),p(y)} for all x c M and y c L. It is known that any 
subspace of E has a t-complement in (E, p) (see [10, Theorem 3 and its proof]). 
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Let B (bn,/c) be an infinite matrix of positive real numbers such that Vn, k • 
N: bn,/c ~< bn,/c+l. The KOthe space associated with the matrix B is the Fr&het space 
K(B)  { (c~n)• K>¢: Ic~nlbn,/c -+n 0 for any k • N} 
with the base (pk) of norms: p/c ((c6~)) = k max~ IC~nlbn4, k • N. The sequence (en) 
of coordinate vectors is a Schauder basis of K (B) (see [1, Proposition 2.2]). 
The K6the space K(B)  is nuclear if and only if for any i • N there exists j • N 
such that (bn,i/bn,j) "~n 0 [1, Proposition 3.5]. 
Any infinite-dimensional Frdchet space E with a Schauder basis and a continuous 
norm is isomorphic to some K6the space K (A) ([1, Proposition 2.4]). 
Let r' be the family of  all non-decreasing sequences a (an) of positive real 
numbers with an --+ oo. Let a (an) • F. Then the following metrizable lcs are 
nuclear Fr4chet spaces (see [1]): 
(1) A~(a) = {(c6~) C K: lim,~ Ic6~1 t~, '  = 0 for all k • N} with the base (p/c) of K/C+I] 
norms: p/c((c~n)) krnaxn ]c~nlk/c+lj , 
(2) A~(a)  = {(cgn) c K: lira n IC~nlk"~ = 0 for all k • N} with the base (q/c) of 
norms: q/c ((aen)) = maxn Ic~lk ~*, k • N. 
Al(a) and A~(a)  are the power series spaces (of finite and infinite type, 
respectively), 
The coordinate basis (en) in Aq(a) is unconditional and P/C(~n~I f~(x)en) = 
Inax,~ [fn(x)lp/c(e,~) for all k c N andx • Aq(a) (q C {1, OO}). 
Sequences (an), (bn) c P are equivalent ifinfn (a,~/b,~) > 0 and supn( an/b,~ ) < oo. 
3. RESULTS 
For arbitrary subsets A ,B  of  a linear space E and a linear sub@ace k of  E 
we denote d(A ,B ,L )  inf{ll3l: /3 • K, A • fib + L} (we put infG oo). Let 
d, , (A ,B)  = inf{d(A,B,L) :  L < E, dimE <m} form •N.  
It is easy to check the following 
Remark  1. Let E and F be linear spaces. If A, B c E and T is a linear map 
from E onto F, then dm(A,B)  >~ dm(T(A) ,T (B) )  for m c N. I fA  / c A c E and 
B • B ~ • E, then d.~(A, B) >~ d., (A ~, B ~) for m • N. 
By [8, Lemma 2] (see the proof of  [8, Proposition 3]) we have the following 
Remark  2. Let c = (c~) c P, q • {1, oo} and c~ • K with I~l > 1. Let (p/c) be the 
standard base of norms on Aq(e) and W/C = {x c Aq(c): p/c(x) ~ 1} for k • N. Let 
n, k c N with n > k. Then we have: 
(i) Vm•N:  I~1 lk (~n+~U~ n~,k+l n ] ~drn(Wn'Wk)~[cgl~(~n+l~emntk+l n ~ , i fq  1; 
(ii) Vm •N:  Ic~l-*(~) ~ <<&(w~, w/c)< Ic~l(~) ~,  i fq  =oo .  
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We will also need the following 
Lemma 3. Let F be a subspace of  a linear space E and let p, q be norms" on E with 
p <~ q. Put V = {x • E: q(x) <~ 1} and U = {x • E: p(x)  <~ 1}. Assume that/3 • K 
and L is" a finite-dimensional subspace orE  such that V c flU + L. Then for  every 
> 0 there are cz • I~ with ]cz] ~< 1 + e andasubspace H o fF  with d imH ~< d imL 
such that V N F c cz/3 U ~ F + H. 
ProoL Without loss of  generality we can assume that/3 ~ 0 and L ~ F. Let G = 
LNF ,  m=dim(L /G)  andd=inf{]c~]: c~ • K, ]cz] > 1}. Put 3 = 2-1 min{d 1,c}, 
i fd  > 1, and ~ = 2-~c, i fd  = 1. Let t = (1 + a)-~/2"L Let X1 be a t-complement 
of G in (L ,p ) .  Put cl = sup{p(x): /3b + g + x • V N F, b • U,g • G ,x  • X~}. 
Since /3U N X~ 7k {0} and p(x)  << t -~p(g + x) << t -~ max{p(/3b + g + x), p(/3b)} 
we have 0 < cl ~< t-1 max{l, 1/31} < oc. Then there are bl • U, gl • G andxl  • X~ 
with p(x~) > tc~ such that f~ =/3b~ + gl + xl • V F? F. Let X2 be a t-complement 
of lin{x~ } in (X~, p) (if m > 1). It is easy to see that X2 is a t2-complement of 
(G + lin{x~ }) in (L, p)  and 0 < c2 < t -2 max{l, 1/31} < oc ,  where 
c2: sup{p(x): /3b+g+cqx l+x~ VC>F,b~U,g  ~G,c*I ~II{,x ~X2}. 
Then there exist b2 c U, g2 • G,c~2,~ • K and x2 • X2 with p(x2) > tc2 such 
that f2 :=/3b2 + g2 + c*2,1Xl + x2 • V Fq F. Continuing this procedure we get se- 
quences (cl . . . . .  era) C R, (Xl . . . . .  x,,) c X1, ( f l  . . . . .  f,~) c V NF ,  (gl . . . . .  gin) C 
G, (b~ . . . . .  bin) C U and (c,i,j: 1 < i ~< m, 1 ~< j < i) c N such that p(xi) > 
tci > 0 and f =/3bi  + gi + ~l<~j<i ct'i,jxj + xi for 1 ~< i ~< m. By the procedure, 
(x~ . . . . .  xm) is a base of  X1 such that for all b • U, g • G, cq . . . . .  cSn • K with 
/3b + g + ~irn ~ czixi • V N F we have maxl~<i~<m [czi[ ~< t-2,  since 
[c~ilp(xi)~t lp(cgixi+ Z cg jx j )~t  1ClOt 2p(xi) for l <~i<~m. 
i<j<~m 
In particular, max{lai, j l : 1 < i ~< m, 1 ~< j < i}  ~< t 2. It is easy to show by 
induction that for every 1 ~< i ~< m there exist scalars Via . . . . .  Yi,i ~ K with 
maxl<<j<i lY/,/I ~<t 2(i 1) suchthat xi ~5=lY i , j ( f j  -g j  - f ib j ) .  Let f ~ V~F.  
Then for some bo c U, go c G and cq . . . . .  c~ c K with Inaxl~<i~<~lczil ~< t-2 
m K-,m (K-,m 
we have f =f ibo+ go+ ~i=lCgixi =f ibo+ go+ z..~j= 1 z..~i=jcgiYi, j)(f j  gj 
/3bj). Thus f = h + ~imofiyibi for some h c (G + lin{fl . . . . .  f~}) c F and 
gO, gl . . . . .  g~ c II~ with maxo~i~,~lyi] <<. t -2"  = 1 + 8. Let c~ c K with Icq = 1, 
i fd  > 1, and Ic~l c (1 + & 1 + 28) otherwise. Then Inax0~<i~<  lY/I ~< Ic~l ~< 1 + 28 ~< 
1 + ~ and ~ i 'o /3  Yi bi c c*/3 U 7~ F. It follows that V 7? F c cq3 U 7? F + H, where 
H=(G+l in{ f l  . . . . .  f~}); clearly, H <Fandd imH <<dimL. [] 
By Lemma 3 and the definition of dk (V, U) we get the following 
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Proposition 4. Let F be a subspace of a linear space E and let p, q be norms 
on E with p <~ q. Put V {x ~ E: q(x) <~ 1} and U {x ~ E: p(x) <~ 1}. Then 
d~(V, U) >~ d~(V ~ F, U ~ F) for all m ~ N. 
Using Proposition 4 and Remarks 1, 2 we prove 
Proposition5. Let a (a~),b (b~) ~ F andlet p, q ~ {1,oo}. Assumethat Ap(a) 
has a subspace isomorphic to Aq (b). Then suE~(a~/b~ ) < oc. 
ProoL By [1, Proposition 4.3], we have p ~< q. Let c~ ~ K with [c~[ > 1. Put X 
Ap (a) and Y Aq (b). Let (Pk) and (qk) be the standard bases of norms on X and Y, 
respectively. Put Uk {x ~ X: pk(x) <~ 1} and Vk {Y ~ Y: qk(y) <~ 1} for k ~ N. 
Let T:  F -+ Y be an isomorphism of a closed subspace F of X and Y. 
Let t ~ N. Then there exist k, s ~ N such that Vt • T(Uk ~ F) • T(U2k ~ F) • G. 
Using Proposition 4 and Remark 1 we get 
(,) d,~(U2g, Uk) >~ d,~(U~ ~ F, Uk n F) >~ d,~(T (U2g ~ F), r (uk ~ F)) 
>~ &,(v,, v~) 
for m c N. By Remark 2 and (.) we obtain in turn: 
(1) VmcN:  c~ ! [~2k+l ]  .... 1 ~¢ ~ s+l~b,~ 
2kkk+l 2k I )aTs \ t~ l~- ]  , i fp=q=l ;  
then we getVm cN:  Ic~12/b~(~t)l/b~+17 ~  ~ >~ \2WqiJ(2k+2~/~'~" 
(2) Vm cN:  lal(k/ak) .... ~> la l - l ( t /s )  b~, i fp  =q =c~;  
then we get Vm c N: Ic~12/b~(s/t) ~> 2 ~,~/b,~. 
(3) VmcN:  ,k t  k :k+lx~ 
[ 2k +2~ am/bm then we get I a 12/b~ (1)1/b~ (t) ) \~U~-f, " 
It follows that supra (am ~bin) < oe. [] 
Leta  (an),b (bn)~Fandp,  q~{1, oe}.By[1],thespacesAp(a) andAp(b) 
are not isomorphic, if p ¢ q. Clearly, the spaces Ap (a) and Ap (b) are isomorphic, 
if a and b are equivalent. 
By Proposition 5 we have 
Corol lary 6. Let a,b c F and p c {1, c~}. Assume that Ap(a) is" isomorphic to 
a subspace of Ap(b) and Ap(b) is" isomorphic to a subspace of Ap(a). Then the 
sequences" a and b are equivalent, so the spaces' Ap (a) and Ap (b) are isomorphic. 
In particula~ spaces' Ap(a) and Ap (b) are isomorphic if and only if the sequences" 
a and b are equivalent. 
To get our next proposition we need 
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Lemma 7. Let a (an),b (bn) e F. Assume that SUpn(an/bn) < oo and 
SUpn (az~ / an ) < oo, or lim sup,/ a~ + l / an) < lim inf~ (bn + l / bn ). Then the sequence 
(an) has a subsequence (ak,) equivalent to (bn). 
ProoL Assume that m : max{sup~(a~/bn),sup~(a2n/an)} < o~. Let n e N. Put 
s(n) max{k ~ N: ak ~< mbn}; clearly s(n) >~ n. 
Since (a2~(~)/mbn) <<, (a2~(~)/a~(~)) <<,m, then az~(n) < m2bn. Thus the set An 
{k e N: mbn < ak < m2bn} has at least n elements. It follows that there exists a 
sequence (v~) • N such that: 
(1) v,~ = v~ if and on ly i fn  =k;  
(2) mb,~ < av~ < mZb,~ for all n c N. 
Let zr be a permutation of  N such that the sequence (v~(,0) is increasing. Let n c N. 
Then InaXl~<i~<n vi ~ v~(n) ~ Inini~>~ vi, so there exist i~, i2 c N with il ~< n ~< iz 
such that vii ~ V~(n) ~ Vi2. Hence we get (avxu~)/b~(n)) ~ (avxu~)/bn) >~ (av~/bi2), 
if 7r(n) ~< n, and (av~u,~/b~(~O)  (av~u,~/bn) ~ (avil/bil), ifzr(n) > n. Thus mb~ <<. 
a~,~ ~< m2bn for all n ~ N; so the subsequence (a~,?)  of  (an) is equivalent to (bn). 
Now assume that there exist k e N and d > 0 such that SUpn>~(an+l/an ) < 
d < infn)k(bn+l/bn). Hence (an/bn) <~ (d n kak/dn kbk) for n > k. Put m 
SUpn(an/bn) and s(n) min{i ~ N: ai > mbn}; clearly s(n) > n. Let n ~> k. 
Then as(n) (as(n)/as(n) 1)as(n) 1 < dmbn < mbn+l < as(n+l). Thus the sequence 
( s (n ) )~ is increasing and mbn < a~(n) < dmbn for n ~> k. Put tn n for 1 ~< n < k 
and t~ s(n) for n ~> k. Clearly, the subsequence (%)  of (an) is equivalent 
to (bn), [] 
By Lemma 7 we have 
Proposit ion 8. Let a = (an), b = (bn) c r and p c {1, cxD}. Assume that supn (an/b~) 
< oo and supn(a2n/an ) < 00, or limsupn(an+l/an ) < liminf~(bn+l/bn). Then 
Ap(a) has a complemented subspace isomorphic to Ap(b). In particula~ Ap(a) 
has" a quotient isomorphic to Ap (b). 
To answer the question when A 1 (a) has a subspace isomorphic to A~ (b) we need 
the following propositions. 
Proposit ion 9. Let K(A)  and K(B)  be KOthe spaces. Assume that there exist 
(k~) • N with kn ~ oo and {v(n, i): n e N, 1 ~< i ~< k~} • N such that 
(1) v(n, i )  v (k , j )  i fandon ly i fn  kand i  j; 
(2) (b~,k/bn,i) >~ (av(n,i),k/av(~,i),i) for n ~ N, 1 <<, i <<, k~, 1 <~ k <<, k~. 
Then K (A ) has' a subspace isomorphic to K (B). 
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Proof. Let ~ • K with Ic~l > 1. For n • N and 1 ~< i ~< kn there exists tv(n,i) • K 
such that 
(**) (bn,i/av(n,i),i) ~ Itv(n,i)l < Ic~l(bn, i/a~(n,i),i). 
Let (e~) be the coordinate basis in K(A)  and let (p~) be the standard base of  norms 
on K(A).  Put xn ~ i~ tv(n,i)ev(n,i), n • N. Clearly, (xn) is a basic sequence in 
K(A).  The closed linear space X of  (xn) is isomorphic to the K6the space K(C), 
where C = (Q~) and c~,~ = p~(x~) for all n, k ~ N. 
Let n ~ N and 1 ~< k ~< k~. Using (**) and (2) we have 
c~,,k = k max It~q.i)la~(~,,i),k ~ klc~l max (bn,i/avq~,i),i)avq~,i),k 
~< klc~l max bn, i(bn,k/bn, i) kl~lbn,k 
and c~,k >~ kltv(n,~)lav(n,~),k >~kbn,~. Thus kbn,~ <~ c~,~ <<, kl~lb~,k for n • N and 1 ~< 
k ~< kn. Let k • N. Then there exists nk • N such that k~ ~> k for any n >~ nk. Hence 
kb~,k <<. cn,k <<. klc~lbn,k for n ~> nk. Thus 0 < infn(c~,k/bn,k) <<. sup~(cn,k/bn,k) < OC 
for any k c N. It follows that the KSthe spaces K(C) and K(B)  are isomorphic. We 
have proved that K(A)  has a subspace isomorphic to K(B).  [] 
Proposit ion 10. Let a = (an), b = (bn) c V and p, q c {1, cxD}. Assume that there 
exist two increasing sequences (d~ )~=o , (tk ) ~=o c R with limd~ = lnp, limt~ = lnq, 
asequence (kn) • N with kn --+ oo and {v(n, i): n e N, 1 <~ i <~ kn} • Nsuch that 
(1) v(n, i) = v(k, j )  if and only if n = k and i = j; 
(2) [(t/+~ ti)/(di+~ di)] ) [av(n,i)/b~] > [(ti ti-~)/(di di_~)]for n • N, 1 <<. 
i <~k~. 
Then the K#the space Ap (a) has" a subspace isomorphic to Aq (b). 
Proof. Put an,k exp(dkan) and bn,k exp(tkb~) for all n, k • N. Let A (an,k) 
and B (bn,k). Clearly, Ap(a) is isomorphic to K(A)  and Aq(b) is isomorphic to 
K(B).  Put Ti = ti+l ~i and Di = di+~ di for i c N. 
Let n c N. By (2) we have TjD~ ~ >~ TiD7 ~ for 1 ~< i ~< j ~< kn. Hence 
we get ~-~T jT i  -1 ) F_,~-~DjD; 1 for 1 ~<i < k~< kn and ~ji-l=~rjTi-~l <. 
i 1 DjDZl l  for ~< < ~j=~ l k i ~< kn. Therefore we have ~..-,j=i 
(v,i 1 Tj)(v' i  1 Dj)_~ ~> T~_~D711 for 1 ~< k < i ~< T/D71 for 1 ~< i < k ~< k~ and z__,j=k z__,j=k 
kn. 
Thus we obtain [(tk - ti)/(dk - di)] >~ [(ti+l - ti)/(di+l - di)] for 1 ~< i < k ~< k~ 
and [(ti ~)/(di dD] ~< [(~i ti-~)/(di di-1)] for 1 ~<k <i  ~<kn. Using (2) we 
get (~ ti)b~ ) (dk di)av(n,i) for 1 ~< i < k ~< k~ and (ti tk)b~ <~ (di 4)avq~,i) 
for 1 ~< k < i ~< k~. Hence (bn,k/bn,i) exp[(tk - ti)bn] >~ exp[(dk -- di)av(~,i)] 
(av(n,i),k/av(n,i),i) for 1 ~< k ~< k~, 1 ~< i ~< k~. Using Proposition 9 completes the 
proof. [] 
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Propos i t ion  11, Let a (an), b (bn) ~ F. Assume that sup,~(an/bn) < oo and 
supn (a2,~/a,~ ) < c~. Then A~ (a) contains a subspace isomorphic to Ac~(b). 
Proof .  Let m ~ H with m > max{supn(an/bn), sup~(a2n/a~)}. Put si m 2i+1 for 
i -1 ,0 ,1  . . . .  andkn nforn~H.  Letn~Hand l<~i<~k~.  
Put An, i = {k 6 I~: s i lbn < a k < sibn} and s(n, i )  = max{k c N: ak <<.si lbn}; 
s(n, i) ) n, since (an/b~) <<. si-1. We have 
(a4s(n,i)/as(n,i)) [(a4s(n,i)/a2s(n,i))(a2s(n,i)/as(n,i))] < m2 
[(sibn)/(si lbn)] ,  
Hence s i - lbn  < as(~,i)+l ~< a4s(~,i) < sibn. Thus the set A~,i has at least 3n elements. 
Let 1 ~< t < n and let 1 ~ j~ < j2 <<, kt with A~,i N At, j1 ~= ¢¢ ~ An, i NAt,  j~. Take 
P l~ An,i N At,j1 and t7 2 E An, i NAt,  j~, 
Then we have si lbn < apl, ap2 < sibn and ap~ < sj lb t ~ sj2 lbt < at~  < sj2bt, 
Hence we get m 2 = (si/si 1) > (ap2/apl) > (sj2 1/sjl) = m2d2-J l -~),  so J2 
j l  = 1. 
Thus the set {1 <~ j <~ kt: An, i NAt, j 7 ~ @} has at most 2 elements for 1 ~< t < n. 
Therefore we can choose v(n, i) ~ An,i for n ~ H, 1 ~< i ~< kn such that v(n, i) 
v (k , j )  i f  and only if  n kand i  j .  Clearly, s/ > (av<n,i)/bn) >si 1 fo rn  ~H, I~< 
i~<kn. For i~>0weputd i= y]jc° is] -~ andt~=i .  
d. OO too  Obviously, the sequences ( ,)i=o, ( i)i=o c R are increasing with l imdi = 0 and 
limti co such that [(ti+l - ti)/(di+l - di)] si for i ~> 0. Using Proposit ion 10 
we infer that A1 (a) possesses a subspace isomorphic to Aco (b). [] 
Remark  12 (See Proposit ion 8). Let a = (an), b = (bn) c I ~ with supn(an/bn ) < 
co, sup~(a2n/an) < oo and let p ~ {1, co}. Similarly to the proof  of  Proposit ion 11 
(putting di - F_,~ i 2 J S?  1 , ti oo " i-1 = -- ~ j= i  2 J i fp  1, and di i, ti ~]= 1 s], 
if p = <xD) one can show that Ap (a) has a subspace isomorphic to Ap (b). 
By Proposit ions 5, 8 and 11 we obtain 
Coro l la ry  13. Let a = (a,~), b = (b,~) c I ~ with supn(az,~/an ) < co and let p, q c 
{1, <xD} with p <~ q. Then Ap(a) has a subspace isomorphic to Aq(b) i f  and only if 
SUpn(an/bn ) < oo. 
Using Proposit ion 10 we get 
P ropos i t ion  14, Let a (an), b (bn) ~ F. Assume that SUpn(an+l/an) < oo and 
limn (bn+l/bn) co, Then A1 (a) has a subspace isomorphic to Aco (b). 
Proof .  Let m c N with m > supn(an+~/a,~ ). Passing to an equivalent sequence we 
can assume that infn(bn+l/bn) > m and bl > m2al.  Then there exists a sequence 
(k~) • H with k~ --+ oo such that (bn+l/bn) > m k~ for n ~ H. Put si m i 2 
for i = 1, 0, 1 . . . . .  Let n c N and 1 ~< i ~< k,~. Since al <<. m-2b,~ ~ Si- lbn and 
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supj(aj+l /a j )  < [(s'ibn)/(s'i lbn)], there is v(n, i) • H such that si lbn < av(n.i) < 
sibn. Moreover, s~,b~ < sob~+l for n • N. Thus v(n, i) = v(k, j )  if and only i fn = k 
d" co and i = j .  Let ( ,)i=0, (ti)i=0c° c R be two increasing sequences defined as in the 
proof of  Proposition 11. Using Proposition 10 completes the proof. [] 
Corol lary 15. For any a = (a~) • I ~ with supn(a~+l/a~ ) < oc there is b = (b~) • I ~ 
such that A l (a) has a subspace isomorphic to A~ (b ). 
Proposit ion 16, Let a (an), b (b~) • P and p, q • {1, oo}. Assume that 
Ap(a) has a quotient isomorphic to Aq(b). Then lim~(a~Jb~) = O, i f  p > q, and 
supn(a~/b~ ) < oo, i f  p = q. 
ProoL Let c~ • IK with I~1 > 1. Put x Ap(a) and Y Aq(b). Let (pk) and (qk) 
be the standard bases of norms on X and Y, respectively. 
Put U~ = {x c X: p~(x) <~ 1} and Vk = {y • Y: q~(y) <~ 1} for k • N. Let T :X  > 
Y be the quotient map. Let t • H. Then there exist k, s • H with s > t such that 
Vt D T(Uk) D T(U2k) D V~. Using Remark 1 we get 
(*** )  d,n(U2s<,Uk)>~dm(r(u2k),r(us<))>d.,(V~,Vt) for m • N. 
By Remark 2 and ( ,  • ,)  we obtain in turn: 
(1) Vm • H: 
then Vm 
(2) Vm • N: 
then Vm 
(3) Vm c N: 
, k  [ k 2k+l'tarn 1 ~¢~+l~b~ i fp  1; 
tx 2k~k+l 2k ] ~ c t l s t t+ l~)  , q 
2k +2 ~ ar~z /br~z • ~: Iodl2/bm(~)l/br"(~-s-~)>t2k+l] , sosup . , (a . , Ib . , )<oo .  
Ic~l(k/2k) ~ >~ Ic~l l(t/s)bm, if/2 q oe; 
• N: 1<21b~(s/O ~> 2 ~/b~, so supm(a~/b,~) < oe. 
lal s t t+ l~7 ' 
then Vm • N: Ic~]2/b"~(~) 1/b~ t(t+l~ i~,+l J ~> 2eUb"~ for all m c N; passing with m 
to c~ we get t+l t+l s 21imsup(ar~z/br~z) ~> T~+I  ~> for all t • N, so limm (am~bin) = O. 
[] 
Corol lary 17. Let a (a~), b (b~) • N and p • {1, oo}. Assume that Ap(a) has 
a quotient isomorphic to Ap (b) and Ap (b) has a quotient isomorphic to Ap (a). 
Then the sequences a and b are equivalent, so the spaces Ap (a) and Ap (b) are 
isomorphic. 
By Propositions 8 and 16 we get 
Corollary 18. Let a (a~), b (b~) • F, p • {1, oo}. Assume that suG~ (a2~/a~) < 
oo, Then Ap(a) has a quotient isomorphic to Ap(b) i f  and only i f  sup~(a~/b~) < oo. 
Proposition 19. Let K (A)  and K(B)  be K6the spaces. Assume that there exist 
(k~) • N with k~ --+ oo and {v(n, i): n • H, 1 ~< i ~< k~} • N such that 
(1) v(n, i )  =v(m, j )  i f  andon ly i f  n =m and i =j ;  
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(2) (bn,k/bn,i) <~ (av(n,i),k/av(n,i),i) for n • N, 1 <<. i <<. kn, 1 <~ k <<. kn. 
Then K (A) has a quotient isomorphic to K (B). 
Proof.  Let oe • K with loci > 1. For n • N and 1 ~< k ~< k,, there exists tv(n,k) • K 
such that 
(?) Icel-l(a~(~,~),k/b~,~) ~ It~q~,k)l < (av(~,k)yb~,k). 
Let (f~) be the sequence of coefficient functionals associated with the coor- 
dinate basis (e~,) in K(A). Put h~, = ~k~ k=l tv(~,~)fvq~,~) for n • 1~. Clearly, E := 
oo ~=1 kerh~ is a closed subspace of  K(A). Put X = (K(A) /E)  and let T" K(A) 
--+ X be the quotient map. Of course, there is a sequence (g~) of  continuous linear 
fimctionals on X such that hn g~ o T for n • N. Put x~ T(tv(~ ~)ev(~ 1)) for 
T/•N.  
It is easy to see that tv(~,k)ev(~,~) tv(~,~)ev(~,k) • E for n • N, 1 ~< k ~< k~. Hence 
T(ev(~,k)) tv(~,k)x~ for n • N, 1 ~< k ~< k~. Let y • K(A). Then 
oo oo k n 
m=l  n=l  k=l  
oo oo 
= Z h~, (y)x,~ = Z g~' (y + E)x,~. 
n=l  n=l  
Moreover, g.~(x~) = t~(ll)h.~(ev(~,l)) = 3 ...... for m, n • N. Thus (x~) is a Schauder 
basis in X. 
Let (qk) be the base of norms on X, induced by the standard base (pk) of  norms 
on K(A). Clearly, X is isomorphic to the K6the space K(C),  where C = (c~,k) and 
c~,~ = qk(x~) for n, k • 1~. For n, k • N we have 
c~,k = inf{pk(y): y e T-1 (x~)} 
=k in f  ]c~j]aj,k: (ctj) eK(A)andZc~v(mj ) tv (mj )=3 ...... for m e N 
i=1  
kinf~ max I~v(~ i)lav(~ i) k: O~v(n,1) . . . . .  (tv(n,k~) • K and 
[ l<~i<~k ' ' ' 
Z C iv(n, i ) tv(n, i )  = 1 
i=1  
t~ 1 
l ~ i  ~kn 
Put n • N and 1 ~< k ~< kn. Using (2) and (I") we get kav(n,i),kltv(}~,i)l >~ 
kav(~i)kav~}~ ~ , ,  (,), b~i, >~ kb~k, for 1 ~<i ~< k~. Moreover we have kav(n,k),kltv(~,k)l <~ 
klc~lb~,~. It follows that kb~,k <~ c~,k <~ Ic~]kb~,~ for n c N, 1 ~< k ~< k~. 
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Thus the K6the spaces K(C)  and K(B)  are isomorphic (see the proof of 
Proposition 9). We have proved that K(A)  has a quotient isomorphic to K(B) .  [] 
Using Proposition 19, similarly to the proof  of Proposition 10, one can show the 
following 
Proposit ion 20. Let a = (a~), b = (b~) c [" and p, q c {1, oo}. Assume that there 
exist two increasing sequences (dk)~=o , (tl,)~=o C R with liml, dl, = lnp, limk tk = 
lnq, a sequence (k,~) c N with k~ ~ oo and {v(n, i): n c N, 1 ~< i ~< k~} c N such 
that 
(1) v(n, i )  v (k , j )  i fandon ly i fn  kand i  j; 
(2) [(ti+l - ti )/ (di+l - di ) ] <~ [av(n,i)/bn] < [ (ti - ti 1)/ (di -d i  1)]for n ~ N, 1 ~< 
i <,k~. 
Then the KJthe space Ap (a) has" a quotient isomorphic to Aq (b). 
Proposit ion 21. Let a (an),b (G) ~ F. Assume that suG~(a2~/a~) < oo and 
lim~(an/b~) O. Then A~(a)  has a quotient isomorphic to Al(b). 
Proof. Let m c N with m > max{sup~(a2~/a~), sup~(a~/b~)}. Then there exists a 
non-decreasing sequence (G) c N with k~ ~ ~ such that (a~/b~) < m2-k~ for 
nc I~.Puts i=m2- i2  fo r i=  1,0,1 . . . . .  LetncUt .  Le t l<~i<~knands(n , i )=  
max{k c N: al, ~ s~b~}. Since (a~/b~) < sk~ ~ s~, so s(n, i) ~ n. We have 
i 
(a2is@,i)/as(n,i)) = 1--I (a2Js(n,i)/a2j ls@,/)) -<2 tTI i ~ [(gi_lbn)/(~ibn)]. 
j=l  
Hence as(~,i) ~< sib~ < as(~,i)+l <<. a2i~(~,i ) < si-lb~. 
Thus the set An, i = {k c I~: sibn < ak < si-lbn } has at least (2 i 1)s (n, i) ele- 
ments. In particular, card(A~&~) ~> (2 G 1)s (n, k~) ) Gn. Moreover, card(A~,/) ~> 
s (n , i ) )2k~'s (n ,G)>Gn for 1~<i <G.  S incenG >~j  ilk j forn~>2,  wecan 
choose v(n, i) ~ A~,i for n ~ N and l <, i <~ k~ such that v(n~ , i~) v(n:, i2) if and 
only if nl n2 and il i2. Clearly, siG < av(n,i) < si lb~ for n ~ N, 1 ~< i ~< G.  
oo For i ~> 0 we put di i and ti - F_,j=i s j. Clearly, the sequences (di)~o, (ti)~o 
• R are increasing with limi di oo and limi ti 0, such that [(ti+l - ti)/(di+l - 
di)] si for i ~> 0. Using Proposition 20 we infer that Aoo(a) has a quotient 
isomorphic to Al(b). [] 
By Propositions 16 and 21 we have 
Corol lary 22. Let a = (a~), b = (b~) c P. Assume that supn( a2~/ a~ ) < oo. Then the 
space A~ (a) has" a quotient isomorphic to A ~ (b) i f  and only i f  lim~ (a~/b~) = O. 
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Coro l la ry  23. For any b (bn) c F there is a (an) c F with sup~(azn/an) < oe 
such that A l(b) is isomorphic to a quotient of  Aco (a). 
Proof .  Let mk max{i C Z: 22i ~< b2k-1} for k c N. Clearly, mk -+ oe and 
(2~k/b2~-l) -+ 0. Let us define by induct ion a sequence (nk) • Z as follows: 
nl ml ; fo rk>lweputnk  nk l i fmk  mk 1 andnk  nk l+ lo therw ise .  
Let an = 2 ~k for 2 ~-~ ~< n < 2k, k c N. O f  course, a = (an) c [',supn(a2n/an) = 2 
and liln~ (an/b~) = 0. Us ing Proposit ion 21 we get our corollary. [] 
By Proposit ion 11 and the proof  o f  Corol lary 23 we have 
Coro l la ry  24. For any b (bn) c F there is a (an) c F with sup~(azn/an) < oe 
such that Aco(b) is isomorphic to a subspace o f  A1 (a). 
Propos i t ion  25. Let a = (a~), b = (b~) c F. Assume that supn(a~+~/a~ ) < oo and 
limn (b~+l/b~) co. Then Aoo (a) has a quotient isomorphic to A1 (b). 
Proof .  Let m c N with m > supn(an+~/a~ ). Passing to an equivalent sequence we 
can assume that infn(bn+~/b~) > m and b~ > real. Then there exists a sequence 
(k~) c 1~ with kn : "  ec  such that (b~+l/b~) > m k~+l for n c 1~; we can assume that 
kn~<nforncN.  Puts i  m i fo r i  -1 ,0 ,1  . . . . .  Le tncNand l~<i~<k~.S ince  
al a lb l lbn n--1 i l~ j= l  b jb j l l  < m nbn <~ sibn and supj aj+laj < [(si lbn)/(sibn)], 
there is v(n, i) ~ N such that sibn < av(n,i) < si lbn. Moreover,  sobn < sk~,+lbn+l for 
n~N.  Thus v(n, i )  v (k , j )  i f and  only i f  n kand i  j .  Let ( i)i=0' (t~i)i=0 • 
R be two increasing sequences defined as in the proof  o f  Proposit ion 21. Us ing 
Proposit ion 20 completes the proof. [] 
Coro l la ry  26. For any a (an) c F with SUpn (an+l/an) < O~ there is b (bn) c F 
such that Aco(a) has a quotient isomorphic to A1 (b). 
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